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Dear Sir/Madam,
We have read the Labour Partys comments regarding my submission on the proposed relocation of Aberfoyle Park,
Flagstaff Hill and Happy Valley out of Boothby and into Kingston.
Their comment is largely against the way it was done rather than the content of the statement, which is offensive. We
read every paragraph of the presentation and was totally in agreement with what was said and added two additional
points, which were important to me, before transmitting.
My husband and I have lived in Aberfoyle Park since retirement in 2001. My husband worked as an Engineer in the
mining industry and we lived and worked most of our lives in a rural environment. We chose Aberfoyle Park for its
recent development in the Adelaide hills for it’s blending of significant trees and wildlife in a rural setting. Native birds,
trees and animals still exist in the area which is more in line with the suburbs of Blackwood and Mitcham with which
we have more in common. Moving us into Kingston centred at Christies Beach is moving us into an
industrial/residential mix is not what we were and still are looking for. Our initial submission clearly presents what we
are looking for, which is not the flat developed rural and industrial areas of Adelaide south which has less rainfall and
higher temperatures. When was the last time Wedgetail Eagles, Koalas, Kangaroos, etc. were last seen free in
Christies Beach. Stay in Boothby and with the help of Blackwood and Mitcham there is a chance the present
environment will survive. Isolate us in the developed areas of Christies Beach and wall to wall housing will
follow. Onkaparinga Council seem to favour wall to wall housing and higher rates but recently they seem to have
seen the woods and the trees.
We have more in common and greater interest in the development of our local areas of Blackwood and
Hawthorndene than the established rural/industrial areas south of Adelaide..
Yours sincerely
Betty D Armstrong
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